
MITIGATE RISKS  
IN UPLOADED 
FILES AND URLS
F-Secure Cloud Protection for Salesforce
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Cloud ecosystems operate on a shared 

security responsibility model. Salesforce 

does a great job of covering various 

aspects of system and application 

level security. However, it is Salesforce 

subscribers’ responsibility to secure 

files and links uploaded to Salesforce 

platforms by their customers 

and employees.

Together with Salesforce, we 

designed F-Secure Cloud Protection 

to complement the native security 

capabilities of the Salesforce platforms. 

F-Secure Cloud Protection for 

Salesforce is designed to prevent 

attacks via files and URLs uploaded to 

Salesforce cloud.

It’s an essential component of your 

overall security strategy, and thanks 

to its Cloud-to-Cloud architecture, 

requires no middleware.

Key benefits

PROTECT YOUR CLOUD
Protects your organization against 

attacks utilizing malicious files and 

URLs that users upload to Salesforce.

NO MIDDLEWARE NEEDED
Cloud-to-Cloud architecture means 

that no middleware in needed. 

Deployment via AppExchange takes 

only a few minutes.

NEXT-GENERATION SECURITY
With real-time threat intelligence, 

smart cloud sandboxing and more, 

we provide more than simple anti-

virus ever will.

CREATED WITH SALESFORCE
The solution was created and 

designed together with Salesforce to 

ensure seamless integration.

ADVANCED ANALYTICS
Rich reporting, advanced security 

analytics, and full audit trails ensure 

efficient response to threats.

OVERVIEW
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F-SECURE SECURITY 
CLOUD OVERVIEW

THREAT INTELLIGENCE CHECK
By leveraging real-time threat intelligence 

gathered from tens of millions of sensors, we 

can identify new and emerging threats within 

minutes of inception, ensuring exceptional 

security against constantly evolving threats.

MULTI-ENGINE ANTIVIRUS
When a file is unknown, the F-Secure Security 

Cloud subjects it to deeper analysis. Multiple 

complementary behavioral and heuristic 

antimalware engines search for malware, 

zero-day exploits and patterns of advanced 

threats and targeted attacks.

SMART CLOUD SANDBOX
Suspicious files are subjected to further 

analysis in Smart Cloud Sandbox, which runs 

suspect files in several virtual environments 

and monitors behavior to detect 

malicious activity.

F-Secure Security Cloud is our cloud-based threat analysis and 

detection service. It utilizes real-time threat intelligence gathered 

24/7 from tens of millions of security sensors across the globe. It forms 

the cornerstone of our award winning* and visionary products.

THREAT INTELLIGENCE CHECK

MULTI-ENGINE ANTIVIRUS

SMART CLOUD SANDBOX

F-Secure 
Security Cloud

*AV-Test & AV-Comparatives 2010-2019
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END-USER SECURITY

THREAT INTELLIGENCE CHECK

MULTI-ENGINE ANTIVIRUS

SMART CLOUD SANDBOX

FILE, URL OR EMAIL
F-Secure Cloud Protection is 

designed to complement the 

native security capabilities of 

Salesforce platforms. It monitors 

and prevents end-users from 

utilizing malicious files, links and 

emails on Salesforce platforms, 

without hindering their use.

SALESFORCE CLOUD
Whenever an end-user makes use 

of, uploads or downloads content 

via Salesforce, it is intercepted 

and subjected to a patented 

threat analysis and detection 

process in the F-Secure Security 

Cloud. Thanks to cloud-to-cloud 

integration, no middleware 

is needed.

DETECT
If harmful or disallowed content is 

detected, the end-user is notified 

that content was blocked, advised 

on what to do next, and further 

use of the content is prevented.

RESPOND
Whenever harmful or disallowed 

content is blocked, the 

administrator is automatically 

alerted so that they may respond 

to the incident. Administrators 

are provided with rich reporting, 

advanced security analytics 

and full audit trails, making 

investigation and incident 

response fast and effective.

ANALYZE
Once content is intercepted, F-Secure Security Cloud employs multi-

stage content analysis in a stepped process triggered by the risk profile of 

the content.

F-Secure 
Security Cloud

Salesforce

File URL Email
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ADMINISTRATION & SECURITY

Thanks to detailed 
reporting, 
comprehensive security 
analytics, and full audit 
trails, responding to 
threats is easy. This is 
helpful when responding 
to an attack taking place 
through Salesforce, or 
when investigating an 
attack coming from an 
unknown source.

Monitoring
Thanks to graphical reports and 

monitoring tools, IT administrators 

can easily supervise user activity 

and the security status of their 

Salesforce environment.

Alerts
Extensive security alerts and 

configurations can be used to 

automatically alert administrators in 

case of a security incident, ensuring fast 

response times.

Analytics
With powerful search functionality, 

event history and extensive analytics 

logs, IT Administrators can investigate 

and identify who, where, when and how 

an attack was carried out.

Administration
Solution administrators can configure 

security settings, alerts and actions 

in accordance with their company’s 

security policies.
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CONTACT US TODAY 
FOR A FREE DEMO:

www.f-secure.com/salesforce

https://www.f-secure.com/salesforce


ABOUT F-SECURE

Nobody has better visibility into real-life cyber attacks than 
F-Secure. We’re closing the gap between detection and response, 

utilizing the unmatched threat intelligence of hundreds of our 
industry’s best technical consultants, millions of devices running 

our award-winning software, and ceaseless innovations in 
artificial intelligence. Top banks, airlines, and enterprises trust our 

commitment to beating the world’s most potent threats. 

Together with our network of the top channel partners and over 
200 service providers, we’re on a mission to make sure everyone 
has the enterprise-grade cyber security we all need. Founded in 

1988, F-Secure is listed on the NASDAQ OMX Helsinki Ltd. 

f-secure.com/business   |   twitter.com/fsecure   |   linkedin.com/f-secure

https://www.f-secure.com/business
http://twitter.com/fsecure
https://www.linkedin.com/company/f-secure-corporation/

